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Abstract

The basic “model” of the Long Term Service Contract formulated and developed by the 
Iraqi Ministry of Oil is a distinct and unique among the known regimes governing 
upstream petroleum. Though the structure of all versions of the basic model are all the 
same and do have many almost identical “common clauses”, the substance of each 
version is different reflecting two main aspects: the nature of the offered business 
opportunity and its particularities, and the “learning curve” in contract formulation. 

The presentation will attempt, through PowerPoint slides, to provide brief review and 
analysis of the progression of the contracts concluded so far. 

The first part presents the main phases in the development and formulation of the Long 
Term Service Contracts- the Model Contracts. These include I- MoCs Phase- 2004/8; II- 
TSC (2008/9); III- The conversion from PSC to Service Development and Production 
Contract; IV- The basic “model” contract and its versions: Service Development and 
Production Contract-(Al-Ahdab); Technical Service Contract (BR1), Development and 
Production Service Contract- (BR2); Gas Development and Production Service 
Contract- (BR3) and Exploration Development and Production Service Contract- (BR4)

Part two deals with the core of the “Petroleum Legal Regime” and sail through its 
development during the post-2003 era. In this part various components and main 
relevant provisions are identified and critically analyzed. These include, among other 
things, the followings: Regulatory bodies, types of contracts, IOCs qualification 
requirements, duration, minimum work obligation, local content, bid rounds procedures 
and timelines; governing law and dispute resolution.

Part three addresses the “fiscal and financial” aspects of the contracts. These include, 
IOCs maximum remuneration fees, minimum expenditure obligations; bonuses, taxes 
and capex & opex recovery modalities, R-factor, P-Factor, and funding for skills and 
capacity development. 



Part four identifies the main features of the Model Service contract, while part five 
explains the new development in model contract, which are introduced in the 4th bid 
round.

Finally, in part six, the paper would attempt to identify and suggest few “main issues 
and concluding remarks”.


